As we get larger and more bureaucratic, I am concerned that we are losing our sensitivity and flexibility to customers. On my trips to the field I've tried to be particularly alert to attitude and organizational impacts on HP's field image to our customers. In continuing talks with customers and instrument field personnel, I get the feeling that rigidity, institutional insensitivity, and regimentation are on the rise.

It suddenly occurred to me recently that many HP people in so many admin support jobs such as designing and installing HP administrative systems, procedures, and financial controls may never have faced a customer head-on (or a field engineer for that matter). I would include in that category a wide range of field finance and admin as well as factory finance and corporate functions. That led me to wonder if there would be some way to reach these non-sales people with a customer-oriented message.

During the last year I tried to do this within SPD by preparing a series of 12 articles for the division newspaper. The message of #1 was that everyone is involved with meeting our customers needs (see the attached).

But I feel that the main message to administrative and finance personnel is that marketing needs help from all areas in recognizing that our central objective is to increase sales. Every opportunity to optimize field engineer selling time and effectiveness should be seized. Every decision made by the support troops should recognize its impact on customers.

Let me give several examples from my last trip:

1. A shipping damage dispute of several hundred dollars involving HP, the shipper, and a good customer had been in contention for 14 months. It was probably one of those typical uncleans deals where subsequent action by the customer caused a mixed responsibility.

2. The SODA order status system has eliminated manual kardex files which were very useful to field engineers. If a customer asked how his 436 order was doing, the F.E. could get information quickly. Or if a F.E. wanted to look at combined activity by his customer location, it was on one card.

3. If a customer computer-based ordering procedure has some funnies in it which don't mesh with our order processing system in areas of partials, late shipments, and other unusual steps, the field man spends a lot of time negotiating the compromise, and the customer often still has to conform to our system.
Naturally such comments are typical of field conversations and these were only from one office. I know that front line troops have always complained as a matter of pride and always will. I do myself. But you get a feeling of "us" and "them" that leaves you thinking things could be better.

It's easy to understand how this comes about. Hundreds of new people are hired into functional jobs with little perspective of life on the other side of the room. You develop loyalties to your functional specialty; "bean counters", "foot-loose field folks", "elegant administration system designers", etc. cooperation and understanding do not happen automatically.

But the overall objective is to increase profitable sales. I think we do this by increasing F.E. selling time, by removing obstacles and clearing away harassments. When George Patton told his support troops that his tanks were going to be 50 miles further down the road tomorrow, they knew that he expected the gas and munitions to be right behind them. And the objective was pretty clearly support by everyone on the team.

I realize that costs must be controlled, that computer administrative systems must be installed, and that business must put regulations on itself to meet new Federal laws. But on the other hand, customer orders do pay our salaries and the field engineer is not the enemy.

In fact, I'd like to borrow an idea from John Warnington and propose a broadbased "year of the field engineer" as a company-wide effort to focus attention on positive attitudes and positive support for the front line troops. It would accomplish a minimum of 3 things at once:

1. The field force would understand that we appreciate their efforts and HP people would get an insight into their unique role.

2. HP people would gain a more personal recognition that their paychecks rest on the quicksand foundation of a continuous order flow. And the field support is their only way to assure that flow.

3. It would be an excellent tie-in to an equally important "year of the customer" and a chance for thousands of our new employees to learn that the importance we give to customer needs means more than designing the right product strategy. Every person in the company needs a customer attitude.

This is a pretty rough idea at this point but it did seem timely to consider something like this. I feel it could accomplish a lot. Here's an example of a small effort:

Vince Yaras has a Lexington office Perennial Positive Attitude Award that his anonymous "committee" awards monthly to a support troop who really helps. They get to park in a special reserved parking space at the entrance for a month. It's just another way of getting visibility for positive support.

If some sort of exposure in "Measure" would be part of the program, I'd be happy to contribute.

Just a thought.
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1. The Customer Viewpoint

One of the most important things in our lives is our twice-a-month paycheck. The paycheck is important in itself, of course, but because it lets us get involved in other important things.

At Hewlett-Packard, as at most manufacturing companies, the one factor that keeps our paycheck flowing is a continuous stream of orders for our products. Orders translate into shipments, and shipments into profits and paychecks. The process works so smoothly under normal circumstances that we tend to forget what it all means.

Orders make it happen! In a very real sense, orders make our world go round.

Over the next year or so, we plan to present a series of articles dealing with microwave applications in various market sectors.

For each specific market area, we'll look at the ways our products are used. We'll try to describe certain unique features of various products which customers need and how they fit into a customer's way of doing business. Hopefully this will give us all a new kind of insight which will prevent us from becoming complacent or too relaxed—so that we come to expect orders to go on forever without effort on our part.

Our microwave instruments and measurements serve an exciting variety of important applications of microwave technology. They help our customers live in positive ways such as in communications systems which deliver Aunt Millie's phone call from New York at 10:00 A.M. to New Jersey at decreasing cost; navigation and communication systems which make air travel safe and fast; microwave ovens to warm up the beans; and mobile FM radio for police, fire, and ambulance protection; to list only a few.

In truth, it's not too hard to relate personally to our SPD customers. Except for worldwide cultural differences, customers all over the world are just like the rest of us. Indeed, our own lab and

KQED Auction Begins May 31

KQED-TV (Channel 9), the Bay Area's public broadcasting station, begins its annual auction on May 31 at 3 p.m. For the following 15 days, a most spectacular display of goods and services will be auctioned off over television. All proceeds go to the charitable and educational activities of this non-commercial TV station which has been using this unique way of raising funds for the past 23 years.

If you don't know how the auction is run, just turn on Channel 9 and watch. You will soon be caught up in the excitement of bidding and perhaps end up with some that are not usually items of service.

The auction runs daily from May 31 to June 11 between 3 p.m. and midnight.
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